
Improved Laser Technology

Nothing ever stays the same, we are always in a state of dynamic �ux and there is always going to be a new 
technology to replace and improve upon the old. The typical exposure units (Figure 1) used to make plates 
for o�set printers are gradually being replaced by 
automatic plate making systems.  In the case of 
pad printing, the new cliché makers have come 
in the form of small desk top laser imaging 
systems (Figure 2). Their high resolution lenses 
can etch/ ablate a polymer or aluminum cliché 
in 5 to 10 minutes directly from the same graphic 
�le that previously created a �lm positive. The 
common thread that has allowed the new 
technologies to replace the old has mostly been 
speed and convenience, with quality thrown in 
to complete the takeover. The early laser plate 
makers had various issues, such as unreliable 
repeatability with lesser degree of detail, but 
believers pushed on and today the clichés etched 
on these lasers are of excellent quality.

Medical products, such as catheters and syringes have critical marking parameters and tolerances. Using 
the laser cliché maker, the validation process improves due to the laser 100% repeatability during the 
etching process. The variables associated with �lm positives and traditional chemical plate making process 
is eliminated. Laser engraved plates have a straight wall etching with a more precise inkwell pro�le. Train-
ing personnel to operate a laser cliché maker is minimal compared to the several chemical and exposure 
steps required to learn in traditional plate making.

The elimination of �lm positives in favor of laser generated cliché cuts the cost of making clichés substan-
tially. For printers where short production runs are traditional, the advantages of the laser plate makers 
over the traditional �lm positive exposure units are substantial. When using a laser process, the following 
supplies are no longer needed:

•  Film
•  Developing and �xing chemicals. 
•  Screens for exposing clichés
•  Cliché developing chemicals in the case of some cliché types.

With the elimination of the above components and the labor involved in using them, the added cost 
savings could be substantial under certain production environments where the volumes of clichés are in 

the hundreds per day. We have even installed these lasers at clients where only a few clichés are 
produced per day. The reliability and cleanliness of the laser process, plus the 0.0001 –in. (0.0025mm) dot 
size, the laser device is capable of extremely �ne lines and details, including halftones and four-color 
process clic hé. Smaller images and precise calibrations used in marking optical lenses could be achieved 
using the laser cliché maker.

Engineered Printing Solutions regularly partners with medical device manufacturers to research and devel-
op new techniques for printing on di�cult-to-mark applications. Our machines are currently printing on a 
wide variety of plastics, metal, ceramic and glass items, including rapid-test diagnostic devices, OTC phar-
maceuticals, catheters, syringes, diabetes testing equipment and more. In addition, pad printing's 



ability to print on uneven, curved, or recessed surfaces gives this technology an advantage over standard 
�atbed methods.

The consumer-driven medical markets have challenged 
their outsourcing printing partners with reducing costs 
while still maintaining quality and accuracy. Elimination 
of the cliché developing process is hugely bene�cial to 
businesses printing highly variable image content or high 
volumes of short print runs. Medical products with their 
limited shelf life and strict packaging validation requirements 
bene�t from the print-on-demand capabilities a supplier can o�er.

With the fast pace of medical and technological design advances, �nding a tool such as the laser etcher 
bridges the past and future both on manufacturing and budget fronts. As with any new product, lasers 
cliché etchers are still quite expensive when compared with traditional exposure units, it will take some 
time before the switch to lasers is complete.
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